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Wood House is a Grade II listed building in Epping Upland, Essex, England. See why it was listed, view it on a map, see
visitor comments and photos and share your own comments and photos of this building.

However, brent was the middle English for "burnt". The name describes the presumed reason for settlement in
the part of the Forest of Essex later Epping Forest that would have covered the area, where the main
occupation was charcoal burning. Early history[ edit ] Although a Bronze Age axe has been found in
Brentwood and there are clear signs of an entrenched encampment in Weald Country Park , it is considered
unlikely that there was any significant early settlement of the area. At the time, most of Essex was covered by
the Great Forest. It is believed that despite the Roman road between London and Colchester passing through
the town, the Saxons were the earliest settlers of the area. A chapel was built in or around , and in a market
charter was granted. Its growth may have been stimulated by the cult of St. Thomas the Martyr, to whom the
chapel was dedicated: The ruin stands in the centre of the high street, next to the tourist information office, and
the nearby parish church of Brentwood retains the dedication to St. Early industries were connected mainly
with textile and garment making, brewing, and brickmaking. They, apparently, met regularly in local pubs and
inns. Bampton insisted that the peasants pay what was demanded of them. The peasants refused to pay and a
riot ensued as Bampton attempted to arrest the peasants. The peasants moved to kill Bampton, but he managed
to escape to London. The rioters then, fearing the repercussions of what they had done, fled into the forest.
One such pub was The White Hart [9] now a nightclub called Sugar Hut Village and showing little of its
original historic interest , which is one of the oldest buildings in Brentwood; it is believed to have been built in
although apocryphal evidence suggests a hostelry might have stood on the site as much as a hundred years
earlier and been visited in by Richard II , whose coat of arms included a white hart. The ground floor was
originally stabling and in the mids the owners ran their own coach service to London. On 13 September , the
building and roof suffered significant damage during a fire. It is now a hotel and restaurant. A ducking stool
was mentioned in This has not changed; there is an above average number of pubs in the area - possibly due
to the army being stationed at Warley Barracks until Some of the pubs date back to the 15th and 16th
centuries. Brentwood was also significant as a hub for the London postal service, with a major post office
since the 18th century. The most recent major post office on the high street was recently closed in the budget
cuts; Brentwood residents now must rely on sub-postal offices. It now resides at the British Museum in
London. The only other ring of its type in existence can be found at the Vatican Museum in Rome. In the
population was 4, In the parish was removed from the rural district and formed the Brentwood Urban District.
In the parish and district were enlarged by gaining Hutton, Ingrave and South Weald. In the new district was
divided into 18 wards, with 39 councillors. In , Brentwood gained borough status. In , the Roman Catholic
church on Ingrave road, was awarded cathedral status, then between and the building was modified to appear
in an Italianate Classical style. Sir William was assistant to Thomas Cromwell when Henry VIII sought to
dissolve the monasteries and ascended to the confidential post of Secretary of State, throughout the
revolutionary changes of four Tudor monarchs: Today, Ingatestone Hall, like all other large Tudor houses, is
an expression of wealth and status and retains many of the features of a 16th-century knightly residence,
despite alterations by descendants who still live in the house. It is open to the public for tours, concerts, and
performances; the hall and grounds can be rented for weddings and other occasions. A British East India
Company elephant training school was based in Brentwood and this remained an active army base as a depot
for the Essex Regiment until , [7] when much of the site was redeveloped as the European headquarters for the
Ford Motor Company. It also had strategic importance during the time of the Spanish Armada - it was used as
a meeting place for contingents from eight eastern and midland counties horsemen assembled here to then
travel on to Tilbury. The local common was used as a military camp in , and became a permanent feature as
Warley Barracks in During World War II , over 1, bombs were dropped on Brentwood, with 19 flying bombs
V1 , 32 long-range rockets V2 and many incendiary bombs and parachute mines. The 15th- and 16th-century
pubs, however, survived. Brentwood had been considered a safe enough haven to evacuate London children
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here - 6, children arrived in September alone.
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Chapter 2 : Rod Stewart Lists Wood House Outside London â€“ Variety
Rod Stewart has put his Essex mansion of 30 years, Wood House, pictured, on the market for Â£million, complete with
tennis courts, a swimming pool and a full-sized football pitch.

The absolute perfect team to calm down a nervous bride! Not to mention, we have gotten rave reviews about
the food! The food was wonderful, the servers were great and the event was a huge success. Please extend our
compliments to your employees and owners and take pride in the fact that they represented your company as
the professional and accomplished caterer that it is. Everything was perfect from beginning to end. Your staff
was very friendly, courteous and efficient and did a super job! We will always remember this terrific evening.
I love this place! No other place has it as fresh-off-the-boats as this! The day is a sucess due to the great staff
and the wonderful food. Many thanks from the PRRI staff! We received many positive comments from our
guests about their food and service. They were simply outstanding and the event was a huge success. When I
booked the clambake you told me not to worry about a thing, that you would take care of everything and you
sure did that. Your staff was totally in control and performed perfectly. Thank you, thank you. Love the new
cook book! Even the handwritten birthday card and gift were a touch of class! Every one of our guests has
raved about the food! Thank you for everything! The whipped cream was gorgeous Our guests relished it all
and your meal really created a memorable event. We are so glad we selected you, and we will heartily
recommend you to any friends who plan outdoor parties in the future. Everyone was raving about how
delicious everything tasted. The staff all did such a fabulous job! My husband and I were able to have fun and
enjoy the day without having to worry about preparing and serving food or cleaning up, which is just what we
wanted. You really thought of everything - our wedding was everything we hoped for and more. Please pass
on our thanks to Ned and Norman as well - we got so many compliments on the food and everyone was saying
how helpful Norman was throughout the day. Thanks again for everything! Faye went above and beyond to
answer questions throughout the process and make my vision come to life. It was a beautiful location and
overall great experience working with The Essex Room. We have a little one who needs gluten free food so
that is an added bonus! Like any good book, I hate to finish it. I look forward to making the many recipes in
the book. The service, food, and atmosphere were wonderful. Will be back soon. I have heard nothing but
great reviews from the employees for both the delicious and fresh food and your first rate team of
professionals. This lunch went off without a hitch and I am so grateful for the truly excellent service and
responsiveness. Everyone was so nice! It was an absolute pleasure to deal with your group Thank you again
for providing us with a fabulous event! I had bid on this meal at the House of the 7 Gables auction in
September expecting it to be a lobster luncheon. To be honest I was a bit disappointed when I found out
otherwise but as it turned out the meal was delicious and very nicely done. Our guests were delighted and you
folks helped to make our Christmas get-together a huge success. I have already recommended you to several
people and I shall plan to use your catering services from the Essex Room again. Thank you for a delicious
meal and an efficient, pain-free way to entertain. Hope to see you both in the future and reach out if you ever
need anything. The staff was incredible -- during the rain shower, they quietly moved their serving tables
under the tent and did not miss a beat. Their positive and cheerful attitudes defused the stress of guests who
complained about the rain. Your team showed up on time, called to let me know when they were arriving,
were friendly, helpful, courteous, and very proficient at the whole process. The food was amazing, too!
Everything was fresh, delicious and hot. Would highly recommend and use your services again without
hesitation! She answered all of my many questions and was so very prompt in getting back to me. Lauren
made planning the event from out of state so smooth and seamless. The Rehearsal Dinner was amazing and all
of our guests are still talking about how wonderful it was. The All-American Clambake was scrumptious!
Thanks so much for everything! I could tell that the staff has done many clambakes; they made the entire day
look so effortless. They were discreet yet thorough. The guests were thrilled with the service and the food; just
amazing. I would give you 10 stars if I could! We were thrilled to find the menu had gluten free items, and
desirable items such as fried clams and chowder, not just gluten free add on. I was also very impressed with
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the careful attention to those with shellfish allergies. All of my guests were happy and well-fed! The team
even offered to shell the leftover lobsters for us! So grateful for that! Our event could not have gone smoother
thanks to their professionalism. It put my mind at ease to know I did not have to worry about a thing. I
coordinate several events a year for our department and this is by far the easiest one. We would like to
compliment everyone on the service and food, especially the last minute add-ons. What a great way to kick off
our year! The food was incredibly delicious and you were right about the clam chowder, despite the summer
heat, it was great! The service was exceptional!! Oh, and the food was delicious too! The crew was
outstanding and everyone went above and beyond to make the day even more perfect. Everyone was tending
to the needs of the guests. The food was delicious!! I really hope to work with you again in the future! Our
guests were delighted with the freshness of the food, the multiple course, and their ability to fine tune each
dinner. The workers were so accommodating to our guests with wide ranging ages and persona needs. It was a
perfect evening - all we hoped for. Everything went so well, the food was delicious and the staff was just the
nicest ever!! What a wonderful legacy that has been built for generations to come! Everything from your
original email until the truck left after the party, was nothing but professional. The 90th birthday boy was a bit
surprised, but had the time of his life! All of the guests enjoyed the entire day! The food was plentiful and
delicious and the staff did an outstanding job going above and beyond to make this very special day event
MORE special. We knew we would not have to worry about the quality of the food and that our party would
be well run, but you surpassed our expectations-which were quite high! Given that the weather was not very
conducive to an outdoor event, you managed to make our plan B work well. Everyone was thrilled with the
food, service and staff. A class operation all the way! I am always a bit nervous when working with a new
vendor. You never know what to expect. I have to say that everyone exceeded our expectations! Our guests
raved about the food and excellent service. A special thanks to Jack, Tom, Franco and Lynne. Everything was
perfect from start to finish. We very much look forward to working with you all again in the future.
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wood house epping essex for around Â£, We now have ads from 26 sites for wood house epping essex, under houses &
flats for sale.

Heyday[ edit ] In the early 19th century Sir Thomas Heneage received the estate of Copthall on 13 August
from Queen Elizabeth I , where he subsequently built an elaborate mansion from the designs of John Thorpe.
Edward Conyers purchased the estate in , but he only owned the house for three years before dying in
However, in the end he decided to build a new house on a different site. This was built between after
demolishing the old one around The Georgian house is a large structure set in landscaped parkland , described
at one time as "the Premier house of Essex". The mansion was placed overlooking two valleys with a third
valley to the north. The building was well proportioned, with the chimneys built in a tight geometric
arrangement. He was survived by three daughters. The house was finally sold by the family in It was bought
by George Wythes , who had made his fortune in civil engineering, building railways around the world.
Country Life magazine ran two articles on Copped Hall in , illustrated with many photographs. The main
house was gutted in an accidental fire one Sunday morning in which was caused by an electrical fault. The
Wythes family, who were the then occupiers, moved into Wood House on the estate. Ernest Wythes died in
and his wife died in Around the estate was sold, after which followed a period of total neglect, see
Destruction of country houses in 20th-century Britain. The main 18th-century house was first stripped of its
more desirable building materials then left to deteriorate. The orangery was blown up as an army training
exercise in the s. All of the statues in the gardens were sold and removed to other large estate houses; some
ended up in Anglesey Abbey in Cambridgeshire. The Prince opened an exhibition of 18th century botanical
water-colours in the new temporary gallery. British singer Rod Stewart lives in a house on the Copped Hall
estate.
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Chapter 4 : Wood Avenue, Hockley, Essex 4 bed detached house for sale - Â£,
And this isn't his first Essex mansion, Rod owns seven-bedroom Wood House a pad which once belonged to Winston
Churchill. And he has a 28, square foot mansion in Beverly Hills, complete with.

Swimming pool Full size football pitch Lot 1 Set in an elevated position enjoying outstanding panoramic
views, a Grade II country house in a spectacular setting. About this property Lot 1 The approach to The Wood
House is quite exceptional; electric gates open to a driveway which cuts through the stunning grounds. Formal
landscaping and clipped box hedging gives way to manicured lawns which roll down to the boating lake with
willow trees gracing the banks. In the distance beyond the open countryside and woodland is the magnificent
facade of stately Copped Hall in its parkland setting. It is a scene of undoubted beauty with a vista to admire.
There is much of note: These rooms are superb for entertaining with their magnificent interior decor. The
drawing room is particularly splendid with pale oak panelling to the walls with a plaster frieze above and
elaborate ornamental plasterwork to the ceiling. There is a wonderful stone fireplace with carved surround
above which is an ornate carved oak over-mantel dated , TBC which is understood to have come from Copped
Hall. Adjacent, the family room is a comfortable bright room with an ornate ceiling and period features. The
dining room is perfect for formal dining and has a distinct ceiling panelled in green and maroon and enriched
with gold leaf. The Wood House is, above all, a desirable and welcoming home and it is quite apparent that its
bright principal rooms and well-appointed bedrooms are perfect for family life as well as entertaining, assisted
by modern conveniences including air conditioning in the Clive Christian kitchen, breakfast room, master
bedroom suite and two further bedrooms. The lower ground floor provides excellent space for relaxed living
and socialising with a fitted bar area leading through to the games room. A fitted TV is inset to the panelling
and an integral surround sound home entertainment system enhances the viewing experience. The master suite
is suitably impressive for a residence of this calibre and features a bedroom with two deep bays offering
wonderful views over the rose gardens towards the pool area, tennis court and countryside beyond. This leads
on to the dressing room, which is equally opulent with Clive Christian fitted wardrobes, a dressing table and a
central island with storage under, topped with heavy marble. The Wood House is set within truly stunning
grounds which have been beautifully landscaped to ensure resplendent colour and year-round interest. Formal
gardens surround the house creating a stunning visual scene from the majority of rooms. Symmetrical
manicured parterre enveloping rose bushes and lavender is intercut with herringbone pavers with a central
paved terrace perfect for al fresco dining. Adjacent is the Walled Rose Garden with parterre and topiary
alongside stunning perennials and rose bushes surrounding the central fountain. There is a fabulous brick and
steel pergola with steps down to the walkway lined with wisteria and overlooking the Rose Gardens. To the
east, beyond the heated pool area with delightful summer house, is Lime Walk, an avenue of trees with clipped
box hedging encasing mature shrubs and flowers leading to a stately rotunda. Terraces and mature trees, shrub
borders and meadow flowers are in abundance and the superb parkland grounds surround the boating lake with
its own jetty. To the west is the all weather tennis court and further on, the full size football pitch. View
payable Stamp Duty for this property Local information The estate is set in an idyllic location at the end of a
private lane conveniently placed for the local amenities yet discreetly positioned for privacy and security. It is
situated on the fringes of the 2, hectare Epping Forest, two thirds of which has been designated a Site of
Special Scientific Interest and a Special Area of Conservation.
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Chapter 5 : Wood House, Epping Upland, Essex
Wood House, an imposing and essentially Jacobean style sort of thing, measures in at 10,square-feet according to
online marketing materials and a careful perusal of floor plans shows six.

Wooden House Numbers These are made in oak, rustic, cherry, sapele and iroko. They are available in a
variety of sizes, fonts and can be done with or without borders. Extra text can be added under the number.
Iroko, similar to teak is a useful hardwood in that it is full of its own own. Oak is very beautiful but must be
well maintained to stay looking at its best. Wording and images are engraved into the wood using our latest
laser technology and painted if required. Made to order sizes also available. Rustic Timber Slices Rustic
timber slices make interesting house signs. Each piece of timber is different so each sign is individual. The
bark is left on and the whole sign is varnished. Wooden Entrance Signs This are available as natural oak
varnished, iroko oiled or various painted timbers. Large range of colours. Ideal for the end of a drive or at the
entrance to your home. Various standard sizes or made to order. Can be morticed or front fixed with options
for post tops. Red Cedar Signs Cedar has a high tannin content producing excellent weathering characteristic.
The timber also has a very short grain resulting in minimal checking and warping. Extremely durable for many
years of use. The timber can be oiled for a rich finish or left untreated to weather to a beautiful silver grey
colour. This is a good option if you want a wooden sign without looking after it! Painted Oak Signs Black and
white painted oak signs are very traditional, but with the use of a modern font, their clean cut style would look
very smart in any situation. They can be used as single sided house name signs or doubled sided hanging
signs. As well as black and white painted signs we have a whole range of Farrow and Ball colour matches.
The wood is then modified by acetylation which changes the chemical structure from the surface to the core.
Acetylation creates the high performance wood, more stable and durable, mainly due to the fact that it almost
eliminates the woods ability to absorb water. It can withstand the toughest outdoor environments and requires
far less maintenance. Extensive testing has shown that paints can last up to three times as long on Accoya
compared to unmodified wood. Traditional Framed Signs These are top quality wooden framed signs which
are designed to last. They feel very solid and have a substancial weight to them. The style may be traditional
but we do use the latest panel material and paint system, along with a solid wood frame. The inner panel is
made from Tricoya. This is a wood based board made using a high performance resin. It is very stable, strong,
durable and weatherproof. All timbers are at least 1 inch 25mm thick but can be as much as 47mm.. We can
make boards up to almost any size. The large oak signs are the most popular choice, but other timber should
also be considered.
Chapter 6 : Search 6 Bed Houses For Sale In Essex | OnTheMarket
Find a wooden houses in Essex on Gumtree, the #1 site for Stuff for Sale classifieds ads in the UK.

Chapter 7 : Wood house Epping Essex - NewsNow Classifieds
Horizon are pleased to offer to the market this delightful four bedroom detached house in a popular area of Hockley.
Located near to Hockley high street, train station and in a good catchment area for schools.

Chapter 8 : Properties For Sale in Harold Wood - Flats & Houses For Sale in Harold Wood - Rightmove
Find Properties For Sale in Essex - Flats & Houses For Sale in Essex - Rightmove. Search over , properties for sale
from the top estate agents and developers in the UK - Rightmove.

Chapter 9 : 4 Bedroom Semi-detached house For Sale in The Ridgeway, Harold Wood, Essex
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Herts & Essex Community Farm is a non-for-profit community project with the purpose to increase access to fresh,
healthy, sustainable food and provide a shared space for people to cultivate skills, get exercise and make friends.
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